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CELEBRATION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
As it is tradition here at Grand Hotel
Djibloho, every March we celebrate
the International Women’s Day with
our local contest for Mr. and Miss.
Grand Hotel Djibloho. This year
was not the exception, and no matter
that because of all the busy day’s
we experienced around the 8th we
celebrated a little bit latter this time,
we gathered in Libertad Ballroom for
the fourth consecutive year to cheer
for the favorite contestants that, it is
important to note, are not competing
to be selected because of their beauty,
but of their talents!
The public was more enthusiastic than
ever before and also delighted to be
sharing this event with the company
of the local authorities that so kindly
joined the celebration and served
as judges for the contest. Among
the most remarkable personalities
we had the honor to count with the
attendance of:
H. E. Mr. Marcelino Oluy - Governor
of Djibloho
Il. Mr. Francisco Ondo Oluy - Mayor
of the urban district of Mebere

Il. Mrs. Maria Carmen Abeme Mayor of the Oyala Urban District
Il. Ms. Cecilia Nchama Ondo Provincial Delegate for Social Affairs
and Gender Equality
Il. Mr. Ruben Ateba Vice President
P.D.G.E in Djibloho
Il. Ms. Irma Boncanca Champion
Secretary of the PDGE for Djibloho
and Financial Director of the Grand
Hotel Djibloho.
And of course in representation of
the Grand Hotel Djibloho we had the
presence of:
Mr. Vincenzo Presti our General
Manager and Mr. Vito Aló our
Director of Operations.
There is no doubt that the judges had
a hard time to select the winners of
2019. We had dancers, singers, and
performers that came to dazzle us with
their abilities, charisma and bright
smiles. The competition was tough,
former winners like Mrs. Isabel Jones
and Mr. Abraham Obama came with
the aim of reaffirming their abilities

in the scenario and other employees like
Mr. Valentín Bestué Sabadell from the
Kitchen and Mr. Pelayo from F&B were
greatly cheered until the very last minutes;
but the performance that won the hearts of
the judges was the duo Made By Avelina
Laurel from IT Department and Saturnino
Miko Nze from Finances, who sang a song
titled “Mi Destino”
Finally, the winners of this 2019 talent
competition were:
First Place: Mrs. Avelina Laurel Segorbe
and Mr. Saturnino Miko Nze
Second Place: Mrs. Isabel Jones Abiang
and Mr. Abraham Obama
Third Place: Mrs. Cristela Bilogo and Mr.
Pelayo Micha.

The Winners of 2019´s Miss and Mr. GHD
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Letter from the Editor
Dear readers, we are very excited to share
with you the fifth edition of THE VOICE
OF DJIBLOHO, and at the same time wish
you have had a great start for a fulfilling
and wonderful 2019.
As usual, this issue is filled with the most
relevant news of the past few months and
the compilation of the most important
events hosted by Grand Hotel Djibloho, but
also the central article of for this number
is a remarkably interesting scientific and
ecofriendly interview, that is not only
awakening but inspiring; hope you all
enjoy it.
Also, we invite you to take a look at the
upcoming events and promos, so we
can have the pleasure to have your visit,
while you enjoy a luxurious stay in “Your
Paradise in Africa”.
Martha Pujol

BIODIVERSITY
INITIATIVE
Wildlife Researcher Group in Equatorial Guinea

“

Conserving the biodiversity through ecology,
exploration and education in the rainforests of
Central Africa and beyond.

This is the mission of the group of researchers we saw
around the area of the African-American University
of Central Africa and Grand Hotel Djibloho this
past January.
We had the opportunity to talk with Dr. Kristin E.
Brzeski Assistant Professor at Michigan Technological
University and Co-Founder of Biodiversity Initiative,
wildlife biologist who explained to us they have been
visiting the country for four to five years now in
what started as a personal funded expedition tourism,
that turned into project of exploration, science and
education in the main land of Equatorial Guinea that
is now funded by a Grant of the National Geographic
Foundation a Special MOLIS Service Grant and a
Research Funding from the Michigan Technological
University and of course a ton of their own
commitment, passion and love for nature and science.
Biodiversity Initiative are wildlife biologist interested
in studying animals in their habitats and the forests of
their living to better understand them, protect them and
help the local agencies to better manage and protect
the wildlife as well.
What brought them here is that, as Dr. Brzeski
explained, Equatorial Guinea sits in a biodiversity
hotspot is one of the most bio diverse places in
the world incredible amount of birds, mammals and
plants, but is not much known outside of the country
about it, people don’t even know some of the ranges of
what even exist here, so the first part of what they do
is try to understand and describe what is in the forest,
and then how can we better manage and conserve
it, so that the people of E.G maintain this incredible
biodiversity well into the future

The founders of Biodiversity Initiative in their early years working in
the forests surrounding Oyala, Equatorial Guinea.

They were working in Oyala around the areas of the
African-American University of Central Africa. So
with the university being built, so did the opportunity
to partner with another educational entity. They
cofounded then the Biodiversity Initiative with
members of the Michigan Technological University,
so that they could bring the expertise and desire
to help educate and inform students here. Being
able to work with the Afro American University
of Central Africa provided a great opportunity for
them to work in the local forest and look at how the
building and development of this new capital city is
impacting the local forest and the animals within it.

”

They’ve come to Oyala for four years now, each year
they come about a month between December and
January and bring with them a very diverse team of
students, interns and colleagues, between six and
twelve people, all international. They come to study
biodiversity of birds and mammals using camera traps
(they put cameras on trees, and then after they see
what walks around in front of them), using also new
tech tools that allow them to analyze DNA from the
environment, to sequence and see what animals are
actually there from an insect or water, or soil; using
cutting edge interesting techniques with the objective
and the goal to inform conservation and to improve
education and opportunities for Equatoguineans.
Biodiversity Initiative works closely with
INDEFOR-AP the forest and protected areas
environmental program, (they are responsible for the
protection and management of the forests in E.G); to
provide educational opportunities, capacity building,
and equipment, to bring some of their expertise with
their PhDs, Doctorates and scientists to deliver some
of their knowledge and learn from them in return to
understand the wild life here.
They also try to understand what’s in the forest, which
animals and how many are there, and if there is value
for them like chimpanzees which are classified as an
internationally endangered (threatened) specie that
raise international conservation concern. Then, as Dr.
Brzeski told us, knowing that there are chimpanzees
right there, raise attention and the importance of this
little country in the broader scheme of biodiversity
and conservation is huge, and no one knows about it
because it is small but the forest left here is impressive
and also the animals in it are very impressive so, they
want to help maintain it.
Dr. Brzeski and the graduate students of the Michigan
Technological University that came with her, also
went in an expedition to Monte Allen to set up some
camera traps and monitor the wild life, hopefully
trying to reinvigorate the idea of eco-tourism and
bringing people there, because is one of the last strong
points that holds gorillas and elephants.
They found many elephant’s tracks and they were
amazed by the beauty and how interesting is this place,
so they hope to support some of the research going on
there. They were not able to actually see gorillas, but
yet they think they are there, and in general they think
that spotting animals has turned so rare because they
are all very aware of people, due to hunting.
Walking very quietly though, they were able to see
lots of really beautiful birds and squirrels, which
they found very interesting since in a lot of tropical
regions they cannot be seen very often. And at night
with torches, they saw many eyes shining, Galagos
which are a type of nocturnal primates, and they also
had the chance to spot river otters like the clawless
otters, and according to Dr. Brzeski, when speaking
about conservation everybody thinks about monkeys,
elephants and gorillas, but there is whole lot of other
interesting animals, and no one knows anything about
them.

Their visits to Equatorial Guinea take each year
around a month, and this has been the fourth year
they visit Oyala but the sixth trip of the organization
to the country. They would really like to expand and
come at different times rather than their winter break,
therefore they are working in generating more funds
raising and opportunities to be able to come in other
times of the year, with different purposes and be able
to go not only here in Oyala, but to established other
spots or set areas with experimental plats, and track
changes and do more biodiversity surveys as well

as expand and focus more on the protected areas,
and wishfully set more camera traps and do more
environmental DNA and avian surveys to hopefully
have a full biodiversity inventory and see how
species changes in different habitats and how they are
affected by hunting and illegal forestry.
One of the cameras traps that was placed in the
protected area of Rio Campo, was able to get a picture
of a Gorilla with her infant, which is actually very rare
to see; they also got some pictures of chimpanzees
around the forest in Oyala, and could get to know
better what birds are there and how they interact, and
which of them can be found in other tropical regions
to get to understand better the impact of habitat
change. So they got the opportunity to gather many
scientific significant data and findings that gives them
information about how changes in forest structure
due to logging, really changes the bird communities.
One of the most relevant experiences they’ve got so
far, Dr. Brzeski recalls, was between 2016 and 2017
when they held a workshop in the African-American
University of Central Africa and brought with them
INDEFOR technicians and college students from
the National University of Equatorial Guinea
(UNGE), they had around 24 participants that
attended to lectures and lots of field work in which
they learnt how to set camera traps, how to collect
data and how to capture birds and look at them; also
they could do primate surveys walking through the

Night capture of one of the camera traps

forest really quietly and listening to the primates.
At the end of that, they gave to INDEFOR camera
traps and equipment and helped to fund them to go
into the protected areas and set the camera traps, and
the idea is doing active patrolling and going into the
protected areas to help stop illegal activities through
actions like a commercial that was showed on live
TV and national news in which they confiscated and
burnt a large amount of bush meat that was illegally
harvested in Rio Campo and shut down two illegal
logging operations in a couple of the protected areas.
So, the project and
what it seeks to do
into the future is to
create the capacity
and
the
funding
to get INDEFOR
into the protected
areas regularly and
collecting information
to know what is there
and how hunting is
affecting it and then
shutting down this
illegal operations that
are detrimental to long
term sustainability of
the forest, that’s really
the next goal to grow
country wide, but they
are still focusing in
the area of Oyala because that’s where the major long
term project is as well.
Their main hope is to move forward and grow the
awareness that it is really necessary to increase
the sustainability of this beautiful place.
We cannot thank enough Dr. Brzeski for her
friendliness and the valuable time she took for this
interview, all her words are honest and inspiring, and
her arms full of scratches are the proof of a committed
and warrior spirit battling for the preservation of the
wildlife and this forests, that are such invaluable
treasures for all of us as human species. We
encourage her and all Biodiversity Initiative team to
keep on working and moving forward, as well as we
hope we can contribute with this small article to the
acknowledgement of the project and to bring more
awareness for such transcendental topics.
By Martha Pujol

The group was formed in 2013 as the
Equatorial Guinea Bird Initiative, focusing
on avian research and conservation. Since
then, the group has expanded both beyond
birds and its geographic scope as well,
prompting the need for a name change.
Now their name is Biodiversity Initiative
and they focus on places, especially hyperdiverse tropical rainforests, where the
animal life is poorly known, because it is
very difficult to protect wildlife when:
1. When you don’t know which animals are
there,
2. You don’t know what those animals need
to survive and
3. Local people don’t have the capacity to
protect wildlife.
Biodiversity Initiative works predominantly
in Equatorial Guinea, the only Spanishspeaking country in Africa. EG is
nestled in the Gulf of Guinea on the
west coast of the Congo rainforest-the
second largest rainforest in the world.

This small yet incredibly bio diverse
country is one of the only places you
can still see chimpanzees, gorillas, and
elephants roaming ancient jungles.
http://biodiversityinitiative.org/

GHD NEWSFEED

Traditional
visit from the
kids of S.O.S
Villages in
Bata
As many of you already know, every year
for the day of The Three Kings the Grand
Hotel Djibloho receives as guests the
children of the S.O.S Children’s Villages
of Bata along with the directives and the
mothers of each of the homes. This visit
has become a tradition that children wait
with joy to come and have fun as holiday
period culminates. We were able to see their
smiling faces in the pool, the children’s
games and in our Ozean Restaurant where

the little ones enjoyed a delicious lunch
and showed their good manners, which is a
proof of the great work and effort that the
institution puts into their education .This
year also among them, came a group of
teenagers who had the opportunity to take a
tour to know all the facilities of the hotel and
pose in countless “selfies” that, with their
creativity, brightened all our spaces.

Arrives in Equatorial Guinea the Fifth Stage
of the “Tropicale Amissa Bongo 2019”
cycling race

The past 25th of January 2019, was one
important day for sports in Equatorial
Guinea, because for the first time it has
arrived in the country a stage of the
prestigious cycling race “Tropicale Amissa
Bongo 2019”

It was the fifth stage of the cycle race, in
stages organized by our neighboring country
Gabon.
The cyclists arrived in Equatorial Guinea
crossing the Ebebiyin border and finished
the race in Mongomo, with an urban circuit
of 10km.
The Italian Bonifazio Nicoló won the stage,
followed by Reguigui Youcef and Manzin
Lorenzo.
A group of guests of the Grand Hotel
Djibloho decided to celebrate this important
sporting event, going to see the cycling stage
from the hotel (Djibloho) to Mongomo.
Great enthusiasm was shown in Mongomo
by Equatorial Guinean people that arrived
numerously from all over the country.

By Marco Massarella, Luxury Hotels Management Company - Grand Hotel Djibloho

Hotel-School: Welcoming 2019´s
Trainees Group
Among the main
objectives of the
Management
of Grand Hotel
Djibloho
is
to
promote and help in
the development of
the human resources
of
Equatorial
Guinea, not only by the constant training of
our staff, but also giving the opportunity to
the young students from several educational
institutes of the country, to come to the
Hotel to fulfill their training periods before
their graduation.
In accordance with this, every year we
receive by the month of March a group
of students from the National Institute of
Hospitality and Tourism of Mongomo,
which after studying for two years, come to

GHD FAMILY

New Appointments
Serbian national with work
experience in United States and
Middle East. Her main point and
training in the hotel industry was
“to learn how to successfully
train people and bring out the
best of them” As she shared
with The Voice of Djibloho.

fulfill one of their graduation requirements
with a three month period of training.
This 2019 we have given the opportunity to 19
students from the specializations of Kitchen,
Secretary,
Maintenance,
Information
Technology, and Administration. And by the
month of May we will receive 11 more from
the Protocol Specialization.
During their training period, the students
are welcomed into the real working life and
have the possibility to practice all what they
learnt during their studies in addition to what
they come to learn from the operation of the
Hotel. Each of them is followed constantly
by their new colleagues and Managers, and
also by the directives of the Institute and
their teachers, who come regularly to check
on their performance, and in this way gather
strengths for the growth of the Country´s
youth.

Ana Popovic
ROOMS
DIVISION
MANAGER

She arrived to Equatorial Guinea
in October 2016 as Assistant
Executive Housekeeper, and she
considers that this country is “a
tipping point in her career and
also the place where she expanded
her love for giving information”.
We congratulate her for new
appointment, and we wish her
great success.

